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Basic Ideas
• We see with our brain, not with our 

eyes 

• What is out there and where is it? 

• The brain creates our perception of 
reality from multiple streams of 
information 

• Sometimes perceptions are 
“wrong” (Illusions)



René Descartes (1595-1650)

Descartes, R. (1648). Traité de l’Homme.



Two volunteers



Use Prisms to Distort Retinal Image



Effect of Optical Distortion



Our Brain can rather quickly 
adapt to optical distortion!





Visual Pathways, circa 1991

Felleman, D. J., & Van Essen, D. C. (1991). 
Distributed Hierarchical Processing in 
the Primate Cerebral Cortex. Cerebral 
Cortex, 1(1), 1-47. doi: 10.1093/cercor/
1.1.1



Brain Networks, circa 2016 
Default Mode Network (DMN) 

Activity “At Rest”

Videos created by Andrew E. Reineberg 
Department of Psychology and Neuroscience 

University of Colorado Boulder



Analysis & Dynamic 
Interaction

• Sensory input is broken into separate streams of 
information 

• Lines & edges 
• movement 
• angles & orientation, 
• size & scale 
• color 

• Over 50% of cortex has visual responses 
• Reality is constructed from these component parts 

using goals, expectations, biases, rewards.



Lines and Edges 
Angles and Orientations











What we perceive does not correspond to physical 
properties of objects!



















Asahi Figure

Akiyoshi Kitaoka 2005
volunteer



Akiyoshi Kitaoka 2005

Asahi Figure





Hermann Grid



Enhanced Hermann Grid



Akiyoshi Kitaoka 



Ninio, J., & Stevens, K. A. (2000). Variations on the Hermann Grid: An Extinction Illusion. Perception, 29(10), 1209-1217. doi: 10.1068/p2985

Count the  
black dots on 
 odd-numbered 
rows



Ninio, J., & Stevens, K. A. (2000). Variations on the Hermann Grid: An Extinction Illusion. Perception, 29(10), 1209-1217. doi: 10.1068/p2985

Count the  
black dots on 
 even-numbered 
rows



Ninio, J., & Stevens, K. A. (2000). Variations on the Hermann Grid: An Extinction Illusion. Perception, 29(10), 1209-1217. doi: 10.1068/p2985
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Optical Illusions

Optical illusions fascinate us, challenging our
default notion that what we see is real. They
demonstrate that all our perception is illusion, in

a sense – incoming sensory information is interpreted,
yielding the internal representation of the world.
Therefore, after our eyes have filtered the visual input we
need sound judgement of information in order to create
our inner reality: “Your senses then you’ll have to trust, /
They’ll let you see what’s true and just, / Should reason
keep your mind awake”.8

What is an optical illusion? “I know it when I see one”
could not be farther off the track – as the best illusions
are the ones where a discrepancy from reality is not ‘seen’
until one uses other modalities (eg. touch) or instru-
ments (rulers, light metres). And even when we know
that we are subject to an optical illusion, most illusory
percepts still persist – a phenomenon called cognitive
impenetrability.15 As Gregory9 aptly stated it “it is surpris-
ingly hard to define ‘illusion’ in a satisfactory way”.
According to the Merriam-Webster Online Collegiate
Dictionary, an illusion is 1. something that deceives or
misleads intellectually; 2. perception of something objec-
tively existing in such a way as to cause misinterpretation
of its actual nature.

Why study illusions? 
Is it only the playful child in scientists that drives them to
study optical illusions? To some degree, yes, but illusions
can also decide major sport events: referee judgements
probably are affected by the ‘flash lag effect’, eg. when
judging the spot where a tennis ball touched the ground.2

However, there are professional reasons as well: Optical
illusions are particularly good adaptations of our visual
system to standard viewing situations. These adaptations
are ‘hardwired’ into our brains, and thus can cause inap-
propriate interpretations of the visual scene. Hence illu-
sions can reveal mechanisms of perception.

There are also some clinical conditions in which optical
illusions play a major role, eg. organic psychoses, epileptic
aura and migraine. Another often overlooked21 disorder is
the Charles Bonnet syndrome:4 patients with a normal
cognitive status but reduced afferent sensory input due to
visual system pathology (eg. age-related macular degener-
ation) or with brainstem pathology6 experience visual hal-
lucinations of various sorts. Finally, from a visual scien-
tist’s point of view the Rorschach test17 is based on optical
illusions or more precisely on the phenomenon that our
brain is constantly looking for known patterns in random
structures with low information content, called pareidolia.

What is old, what is new? 
Some illusions are long known to mankind, eg. the water-
fall illusion was mentioned by Aristotle: after staring at a
waterfall for a couple of minutes neighbouring objects
seem to be shifting upwards. This was followed up by
Lucretius, Purkinje and Addams who coined the term
‘waterfall illusion’. Recent evidence suggests that this
motion aftereffect is not due to ‘fatigue’ but rather due to
a gain adjustment, an optimal adaptation to prevailing
conditions.18 The description of numerous illusions, in
particular geometric illusions, in the 19th century was fol-
lowed by striking new ones, many of which rely on com-
puter animation, in the last decade.

Classification
This abundance of illusions is hard to categorise, especial-
ly since many still lack a successful explanation. We will
use the following six phenomenological groups:

• Luminance and contrast
• Motion
• Geometric or angle illusions
• 3D interpretation: size constancy and impossible 

figures
• Cognitive/Gestalt effects
• Colour
and show examples of the first four. Many more examples of
illusions can be found at <http://www.michaelbach.de/ot>.

Luminance & Contrast
The ‘Hermann grid’ was discovered in 1870 by the physi-
ologist Ludimar Hermann.11 If you examine the left part
of Figure 1, you will notice faint grey patches at the inter-
sections of the white ‘streets’. These patches are not visible
when directly fixated.

For half a century this illusion was explained on the
basis of lateral inhibition;3 this assumes that we see the
world as our retinal ganglion cells encode and thereby
compress it. However, in most situations our visual cortex
undoes the retinal encoding by spatial integration to
approach a veridical luminance perception. A complete
explanation of the Hermann grid would have to include
why this mechanism fails here. Recently János Geier
showed that just a slight torsion of the grid lines abolish-
es the appearance of the grey patches (Figure 1, right
part), highlighting the additional role of cortical process-
ing, ie. orientation selective neurons.7

Motion
In Figure 212 the disks appear to expand slowly. It may take
a few seconds and exploring eye movements to appreciate
the effect – still, not everyone perceives this illusion.

The complete explanation of this illusion is not fully
established in spite of promising recent efforts.1,5,12

Prerequisites are: asymmetric luminance steps, eg. from
dark to dark-grey and white to light-grey and eye move-
ments. When they suddenly appear (= temporal modula-
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Figure 1: The Hermann
grid on the left with
grey patches at the
intersections, and a new
variant on the right7

removing the
illusionary patches.

Figure 2: Kitaoka’s ‘Throwing cast nets’.







Mathematica 
Demo





Fraser, J. (1908). A new visual illusion of direction. British Journal of Psychology, 2, 307–320. 
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Akiyoshi Kitaoka



Akiyoshi Kitaoka



Akiyoshi Kitaoka



Anstis, S., & Rogers, B. (2011). Illusory rotation of a spoked wheel. 2(7), 720-723. 



The Perpetual Diamond

http://illusionscience.com/the-perpetual-diamond/

5.Mar.2020, 8:46 
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Flynn, O. J., & Shapiro, A. G. (2018). The Perpetual Diamond: Contrast Reversals Along Thin Edges Create the Appearance of Motion in Objects. i-Perception, 9(6), 2041669518815708. doi:10.1177/2041669518815708 Demo
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Now Let’s Talk About Color



Light has no color; 
Color is created by the brain



Separate Streams for Color Vision

• Black and white (Luminance): High Resolution Channel 

• Red-Green Opponent Channel: Low Resolution 

• Yellow-Blue Opponent Channel: Low Resolution



Demo

Benham’s Disk

Charles E. Benham 1894

10.Nov.2008 2:55 PMBenham's_Disc.svg
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The blue and green spirals are the same “color” (r = 0, g = 255, b = 150)
"Green and blue spirals" by Akiyoshi Kitaoka (1961–)



The blue and green spirals are the same “color” (r = 0, g = 255, b = 150)
"Green and blue spirals" by Akiyoshi Kitaoka (1961–)



The blue and green spirals are the same “color” (r = 0, g = 255, b = 150)
"Green and blue spirals" by Akiyoshi Kitaoka (1961–)



Complimentary Afterimages

















http://www.johnsadowski.com/color_illusion_tutorial.html

John Sadowski

http://www.johnsadowski.com/color_illusion_tutorial.html






Separate streams for different 
sizes







DemoSchyns, P. G., & Oliva, A. (1999). Dr. Angry and Mr. Smile: When categorization flexibly modifies the perception of faces in rapid visual presentations. 
Cognition, 69(3), 243-265. 
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Faces are special



96%

82%
Yin, R. K. (1969). Looking at upside-down faces. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 81(1), 141–145. 

91% 85% 90% 

86% 84% 86 

Mean Percent Correct



Thompson, P. G. 1980. Margaret Thatcher: A new illusion. Perception, 9(4), 483–484.
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The Likelihood Principle or 
“Keep it Simple, if you can” 



Crazy Circle by brusspup

https://www.youtube.com/user/brusspup/videos

https://www.youtube.com/user/brusspup/videos


Size and Distance Information















Mathematica 
Demo





Kokichi Sugihara

















Rubik’s Cube by brusspup     (http://www.youtube.com/user/brusspup)

http://www.moillusions.com/2013/10/video-rayban-sunglasses-illusion.html


Attention



Focus of Attention

• Two Teams: White and Black 
• Count the number of times the White 

team passes the ball

Daniel J. Simons 
University of Illinois



Focus of Attention

• Two Teams: White and Black 
• Count the number of times the White 

team passes the ball

Daniel J. Simons 
University of Illinois



Focus of Attention

• So, how many times did the White 
team pass the ball? 
– Correct answer is 14 

• What did the gorilla do? 
– There was a gorilla!! Honest

Daniel J. Simons 
University of Illinois



Focus of Attention

• Perception can be incomplete and 
inaccurate

Daniel J. Simons 
University of Illinois



One More Time

• Count the number of passes made 
by the white T-shirt team.

Daniel J. Simons 
University of Illinois



One More Time

• Count the number of passes made 
by the white T-shirt team.



• How many times did the white team 
pass the ball? 

• 16 is the correct answer 

• How many saw the gorilla? 

• How many noticed the curtain 
changing color? 

• How many noticed the missing 
black team player?

Daniel J. Simons 
University of Illinois









Summary
• We see with our brain, not with our 

eyes 

• What is out there and where is it? 

• The brain creates our perception of 
reality from multiple streams of 
information 

• Sometimes perceptions are 
“wrong” (Illusions)



Science:

The Unfolding of Knowledge



Psychology:  
The Science of Illusion and Reality

Thank You
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